
Design & 

Technology 

 

The Design and Technology department here at St Thomas the Apostle College offers pupils a broad array of skills 
from the practical and written to skills such as critical thinking, problem solving skills and group participation.   
Pupils are fortunate to explore the world of Design and Technology inside the classroom, through seminars      
delivered by guest speakers and on school trips throughout the city. Pupils are thoroughly engaged throughout 
the entire design and make process and are filled with a sense of accomplishment upon the completion of      
technical project work over their five years here at STAC Design and Technology.  

Yr 7 Puzzle Project 

Yr 8 Buggy Project 

KS3:  

Year 7 – Puzzle Project 
During this 10-week cycle pupils engage in a design and make task which involves creating a puzzle.  
They undergo critical analysis and evaluation of existing puzzle projects that are pitched at the 2-5-year age       
category in order to see what makes a successful puzzle. In groups they will decide what they want to incorporate 
into their own puzzle in order to ensure that it is successful. 

Pupils are highly trained in the craft of woodworking through this cycle and use a number of different marking out 
and processing tools in order to create a high quality product. Throughout the sessions they learn respect for the 
environment, the environmental impact of using timber and the health and safety aspects of working in a Design & 
Technology classroom.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Year 8 - Buggy Project 
During this 10-week cycle pupils will engage in a design and make task which involves making an electronic buggy 
project from recyclable materials.  

They undergo critical analysis and evaluation of existing recycled buggy projects which are made from many      
different items. As a group they will decide on the design specification that will underpin the form and              
performance of the buggy.  

Pupils are furtherly highly trained in the craft of woodworking through this cycle and use a number of different 
marking out and processing tools in order to create a high quality product. Throughout the sessions they learn 
respect for the environment, the environmental impact of using timber and the health and safety aspects of    
working in a Design & Technology classroom. In addition to this they also engage in basic circuitry and soldering 
introducing them to electronics in a practical manner for possibly the first time in their school lives.  

 



KS4: 

Year 9  

In term one pupils will engage in a decorative metalworking jewellery making project. They will also engage in a 
number of theoretical modules that are part of the new AQA Design and Technology course. 

In term two pupils will engage in using 3D CAD software SolidWorks. This is a software package that is utilised by 
designers and large multinational companies globally including Apple Inc. From here they will design a number of 
different mobile phone stands from a single piece of plastic to solve different problems depending on the type of 
phone presented to them. They will continue to engage in theoretical modules for this term. 

In term three pupils will learn the process of laminating wood and designing lamps. They will engage in critical 
analysis of existing products and learn new technical skills. They will also continue learning different theoretical 
aspects of the new GCSE course.  

 
Year 10 
In term one pupils will revisit the software package of SolidWorks to design a casing for an electronic thermometer. 
They will also begin soldering for the first time using a Printed Circuit Board (PCB). This is underpinned by          
theoretical knowledge that will be taught throughout the term. 
In term two pupils return to woodworking and will undertake a project consisting of softwood in order to make a 
key holder. Here they will learn crucial hand craft skills and will be introduced to a number of new tools which they 
have not used before. This will be supported by theoretical knowledge designed for the new GCSE course. 

In term three pupils will be given a single sheet of acrylic (plastic) or plywood (wood) and asked to design a speak-
er casing on SolidWorks software. This will allow them to further their skills using the package and also consist of 
parameters with which they have to obey in order to make a successful project. They will then solder a PCB for the 
speaker system that will connect to their phones. This will be reinforced for by their theory work for the new GCSE 
specification.  
 
Year 11  
In Year 11 pupils will be given their GCSE brief and begin designing their GCSE project using all of the knowledge 
that they have previously gained through their four prior years here at STAC. This will be supported by an electronic 
portfolio. 

Extra-Curricular 

STEM Club 

For Key Stage 3 a select number of boys will be taken in each term in order to participate in STEM Club Here they 
are introduced to CAD and CAM systems two years before they usually would be in Key Stage 4. They are then to 
assemble a shell of a robot and are given electronic components. They will be construct the robot and learn all 
about programming using Crumble software here in our state of the art computer facilities. They can programme 
their robots to perform different movements. At the end of the club pupils are set a challenge. An assault course 
is presented to them and they must programme their robots to make precise moves at certain times in order to 
successfully navigate the course. Here they are introduced to science and maths in a fun, alternative and engaging 
manner.  


